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i am sure you have wondered, as we all have, if we are
part of a simulation or a game or some grand design
if someone has fashioned us in their likeness or dislikeness and forced us to live in this
shell in this frame in this cracked little snow globe in order to—
(in order to what ? to experiment ? to play with ? to explore ? to control ? or to)
see what would happen.
and because i am not a fanatic or a believer or an artist
i cannot give you an answer either way.
but i can tell you that whoever made us—if there is a whoever—
must laugh at us sometimes.
out of compassion, or pity, or malice, or something akin to love. or all of these things.
i have often looked down at the many layers of my scars and cried because i thought they
made me ugly and smiled because i realized they just made my ugliness more obvious to
other people—because the truth is liberating—because sometimes sheer honesty can
shock you into laughing—because it is a badge of honor—because i do not fear.
i do not fear being unlovable because it is—fact. we fear only the unknown.
i wonder, like you, like everyone, if there was a simulator, a creator, an architect—someone
who designed me, put me together.
if i was accidental (a drop of coff ee spilled on their blueprints,).
if i was intentional (carefully sketched out and colored and meticulously measured,).
if i was something in between.
if i was an unknown—if they feared me.
if they feared whatever or whoever they were making.
i hope not. frankenstein was an absolute fucking coward.
it is hypocrisy to fear what you have created.
i hope whoever made us remembers to know us. to love us.
and if we made ourselves, well. i hope we do the same.
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one black hair in our marriage
long and sleek and unlike me

upsetting was the word I used 
with you
and though I’ve always tried to be cool
over yeasty friday night 
conversations on love and sex and our
loss in marrying so early
of never knowing any other bodies,
you are cold steel embedded 
in my growing body
the same way chain link is swallowed whole
slowly by expanding tree trunks

one twist. one black hair in our marriage
cut me down from heaven. 





